Introduction
Recent advances in laboratory technology have resulted in massive amount of biological data that are often deposited in web databases. Clearly, access to this data is crucial to today's biological research. However, the accessibility to these databases is impeded by the heterogeneity among the independently designed and maintained biological databases, which lack a comparable data representation and a unified interface for data exchange among the databases. The heterogeneity among biological web databases includes the incompatibilities in data formats, data representations, and data source schema. For example, GeneCards 1 represents query results in a loosely structured HTML format, and PubMed of NCBI will return results using a fully structured XML format 2 , while the result of a BLAST search may be sent to the user in a flat file format via email. Three fundamental approaches have been used to address the challenges associated with the incompatibilities among biological databases: data warehousing, information linkage, and information integration. Data warehousing suffers from a lack of scalability, when considering the exponential growth of biological databases. Information linkage takes advantage of distributed resources 3 . However, maintaining and updating the static links between the various databases is a challenge. Furthermore, the only queries that can be answered by information linkage based systems are those that are within the scope of the pre-existing static links. BACIIS 4 (Biological and Chemical Information Integration System) was based on the third approach: information integration, which establishes a transparent access to heterogeneous data sources without physically copying them into a single data repository. BACIIS employs a mediator-wrappers approach 5, 6, 7 with an ontology core -BAO. As shown in this paper, this strategy is more practical for complex and rapidly expanding biological applications. BAO 8 (BACIIS ontology) was developed to facilitate the interoperability of biological web databases. Section 2 introduces the system architecture of BACIIS. The internal structure of BAO and its advantages are discussed in Section 3. The interaction of BAO with other modules of BACIIS is the subject of Section 4. The differences between BAO and other available ontologies are discussed in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are included in Section 6.
BACIIS System Architecture
BACIIS uses a mediator-wrapper approach to integrate life science web databases. The mediator maps the data source schema of each remote web database to the ontology. In BACIIS, global queries are built on the concepts in the BAO ontology. These global queries are decomposed into web database specific sub-queries. The wrappers will execute these sub-queries on the remote web databases and extract the result. The major components of BACIIS include the ontology server, the data source schema, the query planner, the wrapper, the result presentation engine, and the web interface. Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of BACIIS: an ontology driven information integration system. Three widely used biological web databases, SWISSPROT, NCBI, and PDB, are included in Figure 1 as examples of the biological web databases that BACIIS integrates. The SWISSPROT Protein Knowledge base 9 is an annotated protein sequence database. It contains high-quality annotation, is non-redundant, and is cross-referenced by many other databases such as Gene Cards, PIR, PROSITE, and GDB. The NCBI 10 (National Center for Biotechnology) databases hold information on fundamental molecular and genetic processes that control health and diseases. PDB 11 (Protein Data Bank) contains information on 3-D biological macromolecular structures. Based on the semantic data integration model, BACIIS provides seamless data integration for life science web databases. The underlying web databases are totally transparent to the user. BAO, which captures biological domain knowledge, is at the core of this integration model. It provides the essential semantic knowledge that allows other components of BACIIS to accomplish the integration.
BACIIS queries are built based on the domain knowledge expressed in BAO. These semantic queries are composed from pure biological terms and concepts without any database specific knowledge. From the BACIIS web interface, a user can navigate the ontology concepts and relation to select appropriate ontology properties in order to define the query input and output. The BACIIS query planner will then interpret these semantic BACIIS queries to generate an appropriate query execution plan.
The schema of the web databases is stored in the data source schema. This data source schema maps the available input and output types of each database onto the ontology properties and relationships in BAO. The data source schema also includes the database specific rules that will be used to query and extract the information related to a given ontology property. The BACIIS query planner decomposes BACIIS query into sub-queries according to the classification of the ontology properties. Given the mapping of the ontology properties between the sub-query and the data source schema, query plans are generated by finding the optimal list of web databases which can accept the query input and return the query output.
The wrapper acts as intelligent proxy user 7 in BACIIS. It executes the query and extracts the results from the remote databases based on the database specific rules defined in the data source schema. When the wrapper receives the query plan from the query planner, multiple wrapper threads are executed simultaneously. Each wrapper thread is associated with a single web database. Result data extracted from the remote database are tagged by the corresponding ontology properties.
Finally, the result presentation engine receives the query results from each individual wrapper thread and combines the pieces of information into an integrated result according to the ontology relations. In section 4, the interactions between BAO and the major components of BACIIS will be discussed to show the advantages of this design in addressing the incompatibilities among biological web databases.
Internal Structure of BAO
BAO consists of three top classes (a representation of a conceptual grouping of similar concepts): Object, Relation, and Property as shown in Figure 2 . Sub-classes of Object and Property are arranged into hierarchical trees using the relationship is-a-subset-of. All the relationships between sub-classes of Object and sub-classes of Property are defined equally as has-property.
The design of separate hierarchical structures for Property, Object and Relation preserves the isolation of the classes in BAO. Isolation is essential for the maintenance of an ontology especially in representing biological and chemical knowledge, which is updated frequently. The changes of one part of an ontology, which repre- For example, according to GO 12 , the concept enzyme is defined as a "substance composed wholly or largely of protein, that catalyzes (bio)chemical reactions at relatively low temperatures". Therefore, for an information integration system that deals mostly with protein-enzymes databases, it is efficient to define enzyme as the sub-class of protein. This is the case for the current version of BAO, where enzyme-classification is a sub-class of protein-classification. The Property of enzyme-classification includes two sub-classes enzyme-info and references, both of which have multiple sub-classes (e.g. substrate, PH, inhibitors, etc . . . ). However, since the discovery of catalytic RNA in the early 1980s, the databases for RNAenzymes have been rapidly expanding. RNA-enzymes (rybozimes) are believed to be very promising therapeutic agents. Therefore, BACIIS may eventually expand its scope to include a large number of RNA-enzymes databases. In this case, enzyme can no longer be defined as a sub-class of protein, because some RNA can function as enzymes, too. The sub-class enzyme-classification would then need to be relocated in the ontology. In the case of BAO, only one update step is needed:
redefining the relation between enzyme-classification and protein-classification. In a traditional ontology, since the properties are defined as individual relations, all of the properties of enzyme-classification (e.g., enzyme-info, references, substrate, PH, inhibitors, etc. . . ) have to be redefined. This difference in complexity between BAO and the traditional ontologies also exists when a sub-class is introduced to, or deleted from, the ontology. Two types of relationships (is-a-subset-of and has-property) are the main relationships in BAO. Other relationships such as source-of, mark-on and encode are defined between the sub-classes of Object. Figure 2 shows a high level representation of BAO. The ellipses represent sub-classes of Property. The regular lines represent the basic relationships (i.e., is-a-subset-of and has-property). The bold lines represent other relationships (i.e., source-of, mark-on, etc.. . . ). BAO defines hierarchical structures for both objects and properties as well as a network of relations. Therefore, the relationship between two objects and the property of an object are distinct. Making this distinction results in a finer granularity and enhances the isolation of the concepts.
Figures 3 and 4 show a partial but more detailed representation of BAO in the particular case of the sub-structure of protein. In these figures, the squares represent subclasses of Object, the ovals represent subclasses of Property. Lines between squares or between ovals represent the relation is-a-subset-of, while the bold lines between a square and an oval represent the relation has-property. All the biological entities and relationships described in BAO are instances of the hierarchical classes. For example, each caspase protein is represented as an instance of the class normalprotein. Since each concept in BAO is defined as an individual object class, and the ontology uses an object-oriented methodology, this results in a structure that is more flexible in handling the incompatibilities among biological web databases than the structures that are defined by using a relational model.
Ontology-Based Semantic Integration
As mentioned in Section 2, BACIIS employs a mediator-wrapper architecture with an ontology core -BAO. The Ontology Server in BACIIS is based on a modified version of Ontosaurus 13 , a web-based browser for the Loom 14 and PowerLoom 15 knowledge bases. It can provide a dynamically generated, hyper-linked interface to the system ontology. A Java interface called Ontology Service Server, handles requests from other modules of BACIIS. It searches and retrieves BAO concepts and relations. The Ontology Service Server has three components, the PLClient, the Parser, and the OntologyAgent. The PLClient component can initiate the connection to the Ontology Knowledge Server. The OntologyAgent is capable of issuing queries to the Ontology Knowledge Server and retrieving the HTML page returned. The Parser will parse the retrieved HTML pages into meaningful keywords, which include the names of all the properties, or classes, as specified by the ontology.
In the remainder of this section, the BAO guided semantic data integration and query processing will be discussed with an example query.
Semantic BACIIS Query
Consider the following semantic query: Find the general description and 3D structure of HIV-1 envelope polyprotein GP160 precursor and the sequence of their coding genes. This query is expressed in biological terms without any database-specific knowledge. The BACIIS web interface guides the user in creating such semantic query by navigating the ontology concepts and relations extracted from BAO. Each query consists of an output part and an input part. For the example given above, The input of the query is the protein envelope polyprotein GP160 precusor in organism HIV-1. the output of the query is the general description and 3D structure of protein, and the gene sequence of their coding gene. The query input is composed of one or more input elements. Each input element consists of a Keyword, an Input Type, and a Logical Operator. The Iuput Type is a subset of the BAO Property Class. For the given query example, Figure 5 shows that the envelope polyprotein GP160 precusor of input type PROTEIN-NAME and HIV-1 of input type ORGANISM-NAME are entered as query input.
To build the query output, the web interface extracts the ontology terms from BAO. The user can expand the Object Class and the Object Sub-Class to select the appropriate Property as the query output. As shown in Figure 6 , properties PROTEIN-3D-STRUCTURE and PROTEIN-ID-INFO of the Object Sub-Class NORMAL-PROTEIN, and property NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQ-INFO of the Object Class NUCLEIC-ACID are chosen as the query output. PROTEIN-ID-INFO corresponds to the general description of protein, PROTEIN-3D-STRUCTURE is the BAO property for the protein 3D structure, and NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQ-INFO corresponds to the sequence of coding gene in the query. This ontology-based semantic query will be forwarded to the query planner for further interpretation and in order to generate the query plan.
Data Source Schema
Each web database is associated with a data source schema. This data source schema describes the organization and the content of the corresponding web database. One challenge in integrating biological web databases is that these schema are often unknown or change dynamically. This characteristic makes it impractical to collect the schema from every remote database and maintain a unified static global data schema by using the traditional relational model. One of the unique design characteristics of BAO, data-source-independence, can help overcome this challenge. Independence from data source schema guarantees that an ontology is reusable regardless of the representation and the storage format of the data in any given web database integrated by BACIIS. In BACIIS, specific data source models are defined in the data source schema associated with each database participating in the integration. Each data source schema includes concepts and terms from BAO that are relevant to a specific database. It also contains metadata on how to query and extract data from the web interface of the specific web database. By using the domain knowledge and this metadata to build the data source schema, BACIIS respects the autonomy of the web databases participating in the integration.
The data source schema is stored in the XML format. For a given database, tags are used to define the schema mapping from the source web database to BAO. The Property terms defined in BAO are used as tag names and the corresponding schema terms used in the individual databases are listed as tag values. Each pair of tags in the XML file is considered as an element. Elements are organized according to the hierarchical relations of the Property Class defined in the ontology. An example is shown in Figures 7 and 8 , where the properties of BAO (represented by the shadow ellipses in Figure 7 ) correspond to the tag names in the data schema (Figure 8 ).
The metadata is defined inside the "META-DATA" section ( Figure 8 ) of the data source schema. This metadata section includes the database name, and the web page characteristics as defined under the tag name "PATH-PAGE". The query input types that can be accepted by this web database, such as GENE-NAME and GI-NO are included in the "INPUT-SCHEMA" section. Each tag name inside the "INPUT-SCHEMA" section corresponds to a property subclass defined in BAO. The URL address used to submit the query is given as the tag value. The query output properties that can be retrieved from this web database are included in the "OUTPUT-SCHEMA" section. The tag names inside "OUTPUT-SCHEMA" are also the subclasses of the Property Class in BAO. The extraction rules used to extract the query output properties are defined as tag values.
This architecture makes BAO data-format and data-source independent and therefore, more efficient in handling the incompatibilities among biological web databases. In BACIIS, whenever a data source changes its data format or representation, only the schema mapping layer is modified (i.e., the corresponding data source schema). In the case where new databases are integrated in BACIIS, only the data source schema for these new databases need to be constructed. The related structure of the BAO ontology remains unchanged. This feature ensures that the information integration in BACIIS is consistent and flexible. Thus, changes made to an individual remote data source will not have a significant impact on the integration model. Fig. 9 . The Query Plan of the Example Query, the squares represent the web databases, the ovals represent the input/output ontology properties
Query Translation
An important issue in an information integration system is the processing of a global query and re-expressing the global query in terms of a suitable set of subqueries posed to each individual remote data source, namely query translation. In BACIIS, query translation is guided by the ontology. The query output properties of BACIIS are defined as the first level property classes in BAO and may have multiple descendants. The query planner will decide how to decompose the query into subqueries based on the query output properties and their descendants in BAO, as well as the mapping between BAO and the data source schema. For the query example given in Section 4.1, the user requested the protein 3D structure, protein description, and the coding gene sequence of the protein envelope polyprotein GP160 precusor in HIV-1. This query is captured by BAO as:
2. ORGANISM has-property ORGANISM-NAME, where ORGANISM-NAME = HIV1;
3. PROTEIN has-property PROTEIN-NAME, where PROTEIN-NAME = envelope polyprotein GP160 precusor;
PROTEIN has-property: PROTEIN-3D-STRUCTURE and PROTEIN-ID-INFO;
5. PROTEIN is encoded-by GENE ;
6. GENE is a sub-set-of NUCLEIC-ACID;
7. NUCLEIC-ACID has-property NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQUENCE. ORGANISM, PROTEIN, and NUCLEIC-ACID are Objects. GENE is a subclass of the Object NUCLEIC-ACID. PROTEIN-3D-STRUCTURE, PROTEIN-ID-INFO, NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQUENCE, ORGANISM-NAME, and PROTEIN-NAME are Properties. Has-property, source-of, encoded-by, and sub-set-of are the Relations. All these sentences can be translated into data source independent semantic sub-queries.
The query planner in BACIIS will further map the ontology properties in each sub-query to specific web databases using the data source schema in order to construct the query execution plan. The query plan generated for the example query is shown in Figure 9 . The squares in the figure represent the remote web databases. The ovals represent the ontology properties which either correspond to the input or output of the web database. For this query, the database SWIS-SPROT can accept both PROTEIN-NAME and ORGANISM-NAME as input. The output PDB-ID from SWISSPROT can be used as input to query the database PDB for the PROTEIN-3D-STRUCTURE. The output PIR-ID from the SWIS-SPROT database is used to query the database PIR for the PROTEIN-ID-INFO. The NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQUENCE can be retrieved from the database GenBank using the GenBank-ACCESS-NO which is also retrieved from the SWISSPROT database.
The query plan generated by the query planner is forwarded to the wrapper that will execute it. Multiple BACIIS wrappers are spawned, and each wrapper thread will execute one or more database-specific sub-query on a single data source. Figures 10 and 11 show an example of a wrapper thread executing a sub-query on the GenBank database with input property GI-NO to retrieve the leaf property NUCLEIC-ACID-LENGTH for the corresponding output property NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQU-INFO. The data source schema of GenBank, shown in Figure 10 , is an edited version of Figure 8 in order to show how the wrapper uses the rules defined in the data source schema to execute the sub-query.
The information used by the wrapper for this specific sub-query is highlighted in Figure 10 . The URL address used to submit the sub-query is defined as tag value enclosed in the tag name for the corresponding input property. This URL is composed of the remote database URL with the keyword from the query input.
The xxxx part in the URL will be replaced by the actual GI-NO as the input value when the wrapper submits the URL to the web interface. The HTML page returned from this URL contains data that represents the query output properties. The extraction rules used by the wrapper to extract the data for each leaf property of the output are defined as tag values of the corresponding leaf property in the OUTPUT-SCHEMA section. As shown in Figure 10 , the rules for extracting the NUCLEIC-ACID-LENGTH includes the header <pre>, tailer bp, the left delimiter LOCUS and :whitespace:, and the right delimiter bp. The partial HTML source code shown in Figure 11 corresponds to the returned page of the above query. The wrapper uses the extraction rules to extract the data for NUCLEIC-ACID-LENGTH. It first uses the header and tailer to isolate the data portion from the HTML page, which is the text string after <pre> and before bp. Then, the wrapper extracts the result data 2485 by identifying the left and right delimiters for the data. In this case, the left delimiter contains LOCUS and :whitespace:, which means the data will start after the string LOCUS and another word. The example shown in Figure 10 uses simple extraction rules. There are more complex rules that are associated with other properties. Each result page returned from the remote database may contain result data of the leaf properties for one or more query output properties. The wrapper will extract data for all the available leaf properties.
As shown in Figure 11 , the result data extracted by the wrapper are tagged by the corresponding BAO properties. These properties are actually the descendants of user selected query output property. The hierarchical structure are also kept when the wrapper tags the result data. The data extracted from the returned pages are all tagged by the wrapper in order to facilitate the next processing step which is the result integration. The result presentation module collects the query results from the wrappers, and combines them into an integrated result set. The example result integration shown in Figure 12 is also guided by BAO.
Result Integration
As described in the previous subsection, each retrieved result data returned by a wrapper thread is tagged by the ontology property name. The result presentation module will organize the data into a hierarchical structure according to the ontology properties and relations defined in BAO. In Figure 12 , the example query will have result data generated by four wrapper threads: The database GenBank returns data for the output property NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQU-INFO. The database PDB returns the data for output property PROTEIN-3D-STRUCTURE. Both the PIR and SWISSPROT databases return the data for output property PROTEIN-ID-INFO. Since all the result data are tagged by the BAO property names, the result presentation module will be able to place them into the appropriate result node. Figure 13 shows the structured result outline for the example query. The integrated result set is organized in a hierarchical structure based on the relation of Object classes and the Property classes defined in BAO. The data set is placed into the property leaf nodes of each query Output property. Cross-referenced results within each query output property node or across multiple query output property nodes could be constructed based on the relations defined in BAO. A User can select a sub property which is the descendant of any of the output properties for viewing.
Related Work
The existing ontologies can be classified according to various characteristics. In this section BAO is compared with three ontologies in terms of their applications, implementation languages, and internal structures. GO (Gene Ontology) 16 , a widely accepted ontology in genome research, contains a set of vocabularies that are arranged into three independent ontologies. The internal structure of GO is a set of terms arranged into a generalized hierarchy without complex relationships between those terms. The goal of GO is to provide a controlled vocabulary, whereas BAO is intended to provide semantic information in addition to a shared biological vocabulary. A natural-language based representation is simple and flexible enough for GO, which uses the "is-a-kind-of" and "is-a-part-of" relationships to describe the role of gene products. However, more complex relationships have to be captured by BAO in order to interpret the user's query. For example, a typical query can be: what is the source (organism) of the enzyme that catalyzes the decomposition of succinyl choline a . Besides "is-a-kind-of" and "is-a-part-of", two more relationships should be captured: "is-source-of" and "catalyze". In this situation, the internal structure of the ontology network described in Section 3 is more suitable for the application of BAO.
The ontology of EcoCyc 17 contains a hierarchy of classes and relations associated with these classes. Similar to BAO, when expressing large domain knowledge, a Succinyl choline is a neuromuscular blocking agent which is widely used for producing brief paralysis during surgery.
this design results in a finer level of granularity, thus facilitating knowledge reuse and update. The ontology of EcoCyc 18 is used to specify a database schema 19 , which is different from the objectives of BAO. Therefore, users will find instances in the ontology of EcoCyc but not in BAO. For example, the ontology of EcoCyc includes the descriptions of 100 DNA-binding regulators, 740 promoters and the clustering of 1185 genes into 629 transcription units 18 . The ontology of EcoCyc is expressed by using an object-oriented frame-based language 20, 21 . The frame-based language enables the ontology to be expressive enough to realize one crucial concept of EcoCyc: distinguishing between an enzyme and the reaction which the enzyme catalyzes. Because a one-to-one correspondence does not always exist between the two 22 , an enzyme may catalyze more than one reaction, and the same reaction may be catalyzed by several enzymes.
TAMBIS is a system that aims at providing scientists with a single access interface for multiple biological data sources 23 . Similar to BAO, the TAMBIS ontology (TaO) 24 is designed to represent the metadata of the data sources that are integrated by TAMBIS, and to translate user queries into data-source-dependent queries. TAO is described by using a Description Logic (DL) based language 25, 23 . Sanction is the key feature of its representation language. A sanction is a set of constraints that define how a new concept can be formed by using the existing concepts. Therefore, only "reasonable" concepts (i.e., concepts that are consistent with the sanctions) can be formed. Due to its restricted representation, DL has a strong consistency checking capability. However, this feature also makes DL less powerful in expressing complex data models and meta-relationships. This disadvantage of DL will impact the scalability and the representation capability of BAO, because the objective of BAO is to represent a broad scope of the biological domain, which is expanding rapidly. To address this challenge, BAO extends the DL with a Frame-based logic. That is, the implementation of an Object is similar to the class in TaO, and the definition of Property is similar to the attribute in a frame logic. Additionally, complex concept classes are represented by their position in the hierarchical structure and their relationships with other classes. SRS 26 represents another approach to the information integration of life science web databases. It continuously downloads the updated copies of several web databases to a local server and builds indexes to link these databases together. Query processing in SRS is through a single front-end web interface and uses the internal indexes to retrieve data from multiple data sources. The index linkage-based integration approach provides fast and accurate multidatabase queries. However, the scope of the queries is limited by these pre-defined indexes. The maintenance effort needed to update the data sources and associated indexes is also considerably higher than in the semantic-based information integration approach used in BACIIS.
DiscoveryLink 27 uses a middleware-based integration approach which concentrates on a multisource query language and source wrapping to provide a common query interface for heterogeneous data sources. DiscoveryLink integrates databases accessible through the DBMS and does not integrate web databases. The integration in BACIIS is at a higher level of abstraction and depends on the semantic knowledge provided by the ontology. Domain ontologies 28, 29 have also been used as the domain modeling scheme in several general-purpose information integration systems such as the Information Manifold 7 , Observer 31 , Ontobroker 32 , and SIMS 33 . The Observer 31 makes use of multiple pre-existing ontologies to access heterogeneous and distributed databases. It creates mappings between ontologies but does not integrate ontologies. BACIIS uses one ontology but independent data source schema for each of the remote life science web databases.
Results and Discussion
BAO is the domain ontology for BACIIS. It was designed to resolve the incompatibilities in data formats, data representations, and data source schema of life science web databases, by providing the integration system the necessary biological knowledge. Several unique characteristics in the design and the implementation of the ontology were introduced in this paper. BAO consists of three top classes: Object, Relation, and Property. It defines hierarchical structures for both objects and properties as well as a network of relationships. The changes of one part of BAO are isolated from the rest of the ontology. The internal structure and the interactions between BAO and other modules of BACIIS enable BAO to be data-format and data-source independent. These characteristics of BAO reduce the overhead associated with changing the existing data sources or adding new data sources. In addition, BAO employs a combination of DL and frame logic. Therefore, it maintains both the expressiveness and simplicity of the frame-logic approach, and the high consistency checking capability of the DL approach.
BAO is developed to facilitate the interoperability of distributed, heterogeneous, life science web database. It serves as a domain knowledge base in the core of the semantic data integration model used in BACIIS. The query creation, query planning, query translation, and result integration are all guided by the BAO ontology. BAO is data-source independent, which preserves the autonomy of remote database during the integration.
There are several enhancements to BAO, which are currently being investigated. One of the enhancements is the development of a mechanism to recognize all the synonyms of a given class in BAO. This mechanism can be realized by either developing a dictionary for BAO or defining an additional synonym substructure in BAO. Another enhancement is the design of an enriched ontology construction tool, which will allow the users to view and edit their own substructures of BAO through a graphical interface.
BACIIS is available at http://baciis.engr.iupui.edu.
